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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

LET'S NOT 'FIX' THE SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM

There is an old saying that "if it's not broken, don't fix it." That saying applies specifically to current programs in Congress to "fix" the Selective Service System by, in effect, ending registration.

H.R. 1050, offered by Congressmen Martin G. Sabo, (D-Minnesota), and Bill Green, (R-New York), is attempting to fix something that isn't broken. First, the charge that registration with the Selective Service System isn't working will not stand up to critical analysis. Second, the assertion that registration would only save two weeks in delivering drafted men to training stations isn't accurate, either. And finally, the effective repeal of registration would be a terrible geopolitical signal to send our allies and foes alike. Let's take these issues one at a time.

One. A year or so ago critics of registration were lambasting the Selective Service System because it had "only" achieved a registration rate of 94 percent. Major General Thomas K. Turnage (ret.), Selective Service director, recently told a congressional committee that this has risen to 95.4 percent. Percentages in the 90s are significant but not if you listen to critics of registration.

Further, Turnage attributes even this small percentage of failures in lack of compliance with registration requirements to lack of information available to young men turning 18. He proves this with registration figures for the years of birth in question: 1960—98.6 percent, 1961—94.8 percent, 1962—96.2 percent, 1963—96.5 percent, 1964—86.3 percent. Figures for the men in year of birth 1965, who were supposed to register in 1982, are not complete. However, Turnage notes that as time goes by, men who have not registered find out they must and generally do as the figures above indicate. In fact, he noted that for the 1963 year of birth, only 65.9 percent registered on time, although 96.8 percent have now registered. Turnage said he is further encouraged by the fact that 96.3 percent registered on time the next year, indicating a much greater compliance than a year earlier.

Two. The assertion that registration will only save two weeks in delivering young men to training stations involves two erroneous assumptions. First, it is supported by a military manpower study done during the Carter Administration that was repudiated even before it was officially issued by the Department of Defense. Carter did not rely on that information when he proposed and won approval for registration in 1980. Military planners don't rely on it today. Rather, today's planners assume a six- to eight-week time saving with registration.

Registration's critics assert two other deficiencies in this area. First, they note that Selective Service doesn't require young men to keep current addresses on file as the old local draft boards did in the 1946-76 period. True, but the principle behind registration is to have young men register. And, registration data include a Social Security number, which makes location a relatively simple procedure through employment information or tax data. The critics further assert that even if young men could be delivered to training stations in two weeks, as the service says it will do, the Army is not prepared to train them because of the current shrunken training structure. Wrong again. The U.S. Army Reserve (USAR) has 12 training divisions for this very purpose. And, as the numbers, among the highest priority of the USAR's units, would be there with trained drill instructors waiting for the young draftees to step off the bus. Welcome to the Army!

Three. The United States, in pressing its European allies to increase their defense spending, comes under considerable criticism from these allies for not having a military draft. West Germans, for example, say that the best indication they could have of U.S. sincerity in defending Europe if attacked by the Warsaw Pact would be for the United States to resume drafing men into the Army. That isn't likely to happen for a while, most American political reasons. As a result, that same view, it would be the worst sort of International signal for the United States to quit registration. The Russians would assume a lack of national commitment on our part and certainly Europeans would be justified in questioning our commitment to NATO.

"It would be the worst sort of international signal for the United States to quit registration. The Russians would assume a lack of national commitment on our part and certainly Europeans would be justified in questioning our commitment to NATO."
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